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Abstract

For many NLP applications of online reviews,001
comparison of two opinion-bearing sentences002
is key. We argue that, while general purpose003
text similarity metrics have been applied for004
this purpose, there has been limited explo-005
ration of their applicability to opinion texts.006
We address this gap in the literature, studying:007
(1) how humans judge the similarity of pairs of008
opinion-bearing sentences; and, (2) the degree009
to which existing text similarity metrics, par-010
ticularly embedding-based ones, correspond to011
human judgments. We crowdsourced annota-012
tions for opinion sentence pairs and our main013
findings are: (1) annotators tend to agree on014
whether or not opinion sentences are similar015
or different; and (2) embedding-based metrics016
capture human judgments of “opinion similar-017
ity” but not “opinion difference". Based on our018
analysis, we identify areas where the current019
metrics should be improved. We further pro-020
pose to learn a similarity metric for opinion021
similarity via fine-tuning the Sentence-BERT022
sentence-embedding network based on review023
text and weak supervision by review ratings.024
Experiments show that our learned metric out-025
performs existing text similarity metrics and026
especially show significantly higher correla-027
tions with human annotations for differing028
opinions.029

1 Introduction030

Online reviews are an integral part of e-commerce031

platforms. Consumers utilize these reviews to make032

purchasing decisions, and businesses use this feed-033

back to improve products or services. With the034

ever-growing number of reviews, NLP research035

has focused on methods to make sense of this vast036

data resource, including applications for opinion037

summarization (Suhara et al., 2020; Bražinskas038

et al., 2020b; Mukherjee et al., 2020; Chu and Liu,039

2019; Angelidis and Lapata, 2018) and opinion040

search (Poddar et al., 2017).041

A key characteristic of text in this domain is that 042

it contains opinion-bearing sentences (hereafter, 043

“opinion sentences"). As in preceding work (Pon- 044

tiki et al., 2016), we view an opinion as having 045

an aspect (e.g., the feature of a product or dimen- 046

sion of a service) and an appraisal (e.g., a positive 047

or negative sentiment). In many applications, one 048

needs to determine if two related opinion sentences 049

are comparable in meaning. From an applied view- 050

point, one might think of two opinions being com- 051

parable if they support the same recommendation, 052

with respect to the relevant aspect. To compare two 053

opinions, prior work has employed text similarity 054

metrics, where cosine similarity based on TF-IDF 055

(Angelidis and Lapata, 2018) or embedding repre- 056

sentations (Suhara et al., 2020) is used to measure 057

opinion sentence similarity. 058

We group existing text similarity metrics broadly 059

into two types: lexical- and embedding-based ap- 060

proaches. The lexical-based approaches, such as 061

BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 062

2004), evaluate text by capturing the overlap in sur- 063

face forms, such as n-grams of tokens. However, 064

they are often ineffective when texts employ para- 065

phrases or synonyms. Embedding-based metrics, 066

such as Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) (Kusner 067

et al., 2015), MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019), and 068

Sentence-BERT (SBERT) (Reimers and Gurevych, 069

2019), typically relax the restriction of strict string 070

matching by comparing continuous representations 071

for words and sentences. Such approaches have 072

shown to work well for various NLP applications, 073

including areas involving comparison of sentence 074

meaning; for example, paraphrase detection, ques- 075

tion answering, or summarization (Wang et al., 076

2018; Lan and Xu, 2018; Suhara et al., 2020). How- 077

ever, a detailed study investigating their relation- 078

ship to corresponding human judgments of opinion 079

sentences is lacking. 080

In other text similarity settings, such as sum- 081

mary evaluation (Zhao et al., 2019), caption eval- 082
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uation (Zhang et al., 2020) and machine transla-083

tion evaluation (Mathur et al., 2019), embedding-084

based metrics out-perform lexical-based metrics, as085

demonstrated by its increased correlation with hu-086

man judgment scores. However, embedding-based087

metrics have not yet been evaluated on opinion088

texts. The success of these embedding-based met-089

rics in other types of text (such as news) cannot090

be guaranteed for opinion texts. This is because091

opinion text can be associated with a sentiment092

polarity. Opinion bearing words that are opposite093

in sentiment polarity are semantically related. Yet,094

many of these embedding-based metrics are often095

trained on semantic relatedness but not specifically096

sentiment polarity.097

We address the gap of lacking research on simi-098

larity for opinion-bearing texts in the literature with099

the following research questions: (1) how do hu-100

mans evaluate similarity of two opinion sentences?101

(2) how well do existing metrics capture similarity102

in a way similar to humans? and if not well, (3) how103

do we develop metrics to more effectively measure104

similarity for opinion sentences? We address the105

first question by conducting a crowdsourcing task106

that collects human annotations for the degree of107

similarity of two opinion sentences.1 For the sec-108

ond research question, we examine the correlation109

of the text similarity metrics against our crowd-110

sourced annotations. For the third question, we111

explore approaches to fine-tune embedding-based112

metrics for similarity of opinion texts.113

We make several contributions: (1) we collect114

and release a dataset of 1635 sentence pairs with115

similarity scores; (2) we show that annotators116

broadly agree on whether an opinion sentence pair117

is “similar” or “different”; (3) we demonstrate that118

text similarity metrics have weak correlation to hu-119

man judgments of opinion similarity, and that they120

perform poorly with differing opinions in particu-121

lar; (4) we conduct an analysis of differing opinions122

to characterize the limitations of such approaches123

when dealing with opinion sentences; and, (5) we124

propose to learn a metric for similarity of opinion125

texts by fine-tuning SBERT via weak supervision126

by review ratings. Our experiments show that the127

fine-tuned SBERT model outperforms existing met-128

rics for distinguishing different opinions and for129

measuring similarity of opinion sentences.130

1We will release the data upon publication.

2 Related Work 131

Our research is related to text similarity met- 132

rics, which broadly include lexical-based metrics, 133

embedding-based metrics and learned metrics. 134

Lexical-based Metrics ROUGE (Lin, 2004) is a 135

commonly used metric for opinion summary eval- 136

uation. It measures similarity between texts by 137

counting the overlaps of n-grams. BLEU (Papineni 138

et al., 2002) is the default metric for machine trans- 139

lation evaluation. Similar to ROUGE, it also re- 140

lies on counting overlaps in n-grams. Such lexical 141

matching methods face the same limitation in evalu- 142

ating texts that are similar in meaning but expressed 143

with different words (Ng and Abrecht, 2015; Shi- 144

manaka et al., 2018). METEOR (Denkowski and 145

Lavie, 2014) is proposed to relax the exact n-gram 146

matching to allow matching words with its syn- 147

onyms. 148

Embedding-based Metrics Embedding-based 149

metrics are proposed to overcome the limitations 150

of lexical-based metrics (Zhelezniak et al., 2019; 151

Clark et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020). Word 152

Mover’s Distance (WMD) (Kusner et al., 2015) 153

and MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019) measure 154

how similar two texts are by accumulating the 155

distance between word embeddings and contex- 156

tual embeddings, respectively. Sentence-BERT 157

(SBERT) (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) is a sen- 158

tence encoder that can be used with cosine sim- 159

ilarity to capture similarity of meaning between 160

sentences. 161

Metric Learning The objective of metric learn- 162

ing is to learn a task specific similarity measure. 163

There are two broad approaches to metric learn- 164

ing. Supervised metric learning requires a train- 165

ing dataset for the task. For example, machine 166

translation metrics learn to score machine trans- 167

lations against humans translations from previous 168

machine translation datasets with human annota- 169

tions (Shimanaka et al., 2018; Mathur et al., 2019). 170

Sentence similarity can be learnt using Siamese net- 171

work of sentence encoders with the Manhattan dis- 172

tance with a semantic relatedness dataset (Mueller 173

and Thyagarajan, 2016). However, this approach 174

to metric learning requires a labelled dataset which 175

is not always available. 176

Alternatively, metric learning by weak supervi- 177

sion uses related data to guide the learning. During 178

the training phase, the training dataset can be differ- 179
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ent from the end task and even trained with a differ-180

ent training objective. To get the sentence similarity181

of a pair of sentences, a Siamese network is trained182

with Natural Language Inference datasets (SNLI183

and MNLI) using cross entropy loss (Reimers and184

Gurevych, 2019). To learn the thematic similarity185

of sentences, the metric is trained on a Triplet net-186

work using triplets of sentences from Wikipedia187

sections (Ein Dor et al., 2018).188

To sum up our discussion, it is notable that the189

lexical-based metric ROUGE is still widely used190

in the literature for similarity of opinion texts in191

tasks like opinion summarisation evaluation (Am-192

playo and Lapata, 2020; Bražinskas et al., 2020a).193

Although ROUGE correlates well with human judg-194

ments at the system level but it performs poorly at195

the summary text level (Bhandari et al., 2020).196

3 Human Comparisons of Opinion197

Sentences198

3.1 Data and Annotations199

Our dataset is based on that of the SemEval 2016200

Task 5: “Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis Subtask201

1” (Pontiki et al., 2016). The SemEval datasets202

contain review sentences on laptops and restaurants203

in English. We selected two sentences from reviews204

on the same product or business to create a sentence205

pair, for which we collected human judgments of206

similarity. We constructed 1800 sentence pairs207

using sentences of at least 3 and at most 25 tokens.208

To ensure that judgments were not trivially about209

different features of a product, we kept at least one210

aspect the same between sentences. In this way,211

annotations would depend on the expression of the212

appraisal.213

Human judgments were collected using Ama-214

zon Mechanical Turk.2 Only annotators with “Me-215

chanical Turk Masters Qualification” were consid-216

ered. Annotators were asked to rate the similarity217

in meaning of each pair of opinion sentences on a218

5-level Likert scale, using methodology borrowed219

from the Semantic Textual Similarity task (STS)220

shared task (Cer et al., 2017). In our annotation221

task, the scale ranged from 0 (“completely different222

opinion”) to 4 (“completely same opinion”), with223

the middle value, 2, indicating a partial match.224

We processed the annotations based on three225

quality-based criteria: (1) Filter out annotators with226

low accuracy on quality control sentence pairs; (2)227

2https://www.mturk.com/

Domain Pairs Alpha Avg. #Annot. Avg. Var

Laptop 621 0.541 3.504 0.483
Restaurant 1014 0.624 3.673 0.414

Total Pairs 1635

Table 1: Statistics on our annotated dataset. Krippen-
dorff’s alpha, average number of annotations and aver-
age variance of annotations, per pair for each domain.

#Levels Grouping Laptop Restaurant

2 (0,1) (2,3,4) 0.524 0.665
3 (0,1) (2) (3,4) 0.536 0.624
3 (0) (1,2,3) (4) 0.250 0.312

Table 2: Agreement for different Likert scales.

Identify and filter out anomalous annotators; and, 228

(3) Require a minimum of three annotations per 229

sentence pair after filtering out annotators. 230

3.2 Analysis 231

Statistics of our dataset with annotations are shown 232

in Table 1. After processing for quality, the dataset 233

includes 1635 sentence pairs from reviews on two 234

domains. The inter-annotator agreement is mea- 235

sured using Krippendorff’s alpha (reliability co- 236

efficient) for ordinal levels (Artstein and Poesio, 237

2008), with coefficients of 0.541 and 0.624 for 238

Laptop and Restaurant, respectively, indicating a 239

moderate level of agreement. 240

We investigate the appropriateness of the 5-point 241

Likert scale by comparing the inter-annotator agree- 242

ment at different levels of Likert scale. Interest- 243

ingly, while the 5-point scale had the highest level 244

of agreement, a 3-point scale (grouping 0 and 1 245

together, and 3 and 4 together) led to a similar 246

level of agreement, as shown in Table 2. Group- 247

ing the center three levels together led to worse 248

Figure 1: Violin plot of human score of sentence pair
by domain and sentiment polarity match.
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Laptop Restaurant

Metric P K P K

ROUGE-1 0.078 0.035 0.086 0.068
ROUGE-2 0.102 0.079 0.042 0.027
ROUGE-L 0.070 0.025 0.085 0.070
SPICE 0.074 0.071 0.112 0.116
WMD 0.217 0.184 0.249 0.151
SBERT 0.430 0.311 0.450 0.331
MoverScore 0.229 0.172 0.206 0.156

Table 3: Correlation of existing embedding metrics
and human scores. The highest correlation is in bold.
P: Pearson and K: Kendall.

agreement. When grouping levels into 2 bins (0,1249

vs 2,3,4), agreement increased for the Restaurant250

data (α = 0.665) but decreased for the laptop data251

(α = 0.524). We refer to the two-level group-252

ings as broadly different and broadly similar opin-253

ions. We draw on this 2-level distinction, also with254

moderate annotator agreement, later in this paper.255

Given the moderate level of agreement achieved,256

we argue that the human judges generally agreed257

on these similarity judgments. This also suggests258

that the 5-point scale we collected our annotations259

on is an appropriate choice.260

We explored this agreement further by examin-261

ing the relationship of these judgments to senti-262

ment polarity. Our selection of sentence pairs were263

sampled with constraints on aspect but were uncon-264

strained by sentiment, which is already annotated in265

the SemEval dataset. We grouped sentences pairs266

with the same polarity and contrasting polarity and267

examined how humans judged similarity of opin-268

ions. We present these results in Figure 1. These269

violin plots of human scores of sentence pairs with270

“same” sentiment polarity is spread above level 2271

and the violin plots of human scores of sentence272

pairs with “different” sentiment polarity is below273

level 2. This is consistent with what one would274

expect given an ordinal rating of similarity, and275

supports the use of a 5-point Likert scale.276

4 On Metrics and Human Judgments277

The following baseline metrics are chosen for278

our investigation: (1) ROUGE variants, ROUGE-279

1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L without stemming280

and without stopword removal, using ROUGE-281

2.0 (Ganesan, 2018); (2) SPICE (Anderson et al.,282

2016), an image captioning evaluation metric that283

compares the scene graph of one text against the284

reference text; and, (3) WMD, using the imple-285

Laptop Restaurant

Metric P K P K

Broadly Different

ROUGE-1 0.244 0.180 0.022 0.034
ROUGE-2 0.082 0.051 0.123 0.102
ROUGE-L 0.257 0.166 0.006 0.028
SPICE −0.006 −0.026 0.014 0.032
WMD 0.038 0.060 0.233 0.110
SBERT 0.156 0.108 0.119 0.070
MoverScore −0.033 −0.019 −0.148 −0.073

Broadly Similar

ROUGE-1 0.053 0.022 0.137 0.076
ROUGE-2 0.104 0.069 0.073 0.036
ROUGE-L 0.058 0.022 0.152 0.088
SPICE 0.132 0.092 0.130 0.104
WMD 0.255 0.177 0.146 0.114
SBERT 0.391 0.272 0.399 0.276
MoverScore 0.330 0.230 0.323 0.192

Table 4: Correlation of metric and human scores for
broadly different or broadly similar groups. The high-
est correlation is in bold. P: Pearson and K: Kendall.

mentation of WMD from Gensim (Řehůřek and 286

Sojka, 2010) with the normalized 300-dimension 287

word2vec trained on Google News. We follow 288

Clark et al. (2019) to transform WMD scores to 289

a similarity score using exp−(WMD); (4) SBERT, 290

using sentence-transformers library in python; and 291

(5) MoverScore, using the authors’ implementation. 292

These metrics are representative of the different 293

types of metrics. ROUGE is a lexical-based met- 294

ric, SPICE is a metric that incorporates representa- 295

tions of sentence meaning, and WMD, SBERT and 296

MoverScore are embedding-based metrics. 297

Pearson and Kendall correlations are reported in 298

Table 3. Pearson correlation is often used in the 299

literature for text similarity evaluation. However, 300

Pearson correlation can be misleading because it 301

is a measure of linear relationship, sensitive to out- 302

liers and requires the two variables to be approxi- 303

mately normally distributed (Reimers et al., 2016). 304

We therefore include the Kendall correlation, a non 305

parametric correlation that is not limited to linear 306

relationship, less sensitive to outliers and does not 307

make any assumption about the distribution of vari- 308

able. Amongst the baseline metrics, SBERT has 309

the highest correlation but the correlation is still 310

weak. 311

4.1 Broadly Different and Broadly Similar 312

We grouped the data using the binary split (broadly 313

different and broadly similar) presented in Sec- 314
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tion 3.2 and calculate the correlations again, pre-315

senting these in Table 4. We observe that correla-316

tions for broadly different are generally lower for317

baseline metrics (e.g., Pearson correlation ranging318

from −0.033 to 0.257 for Laptop) than comparable319

values for the broadly similar group. This suggests320

that the metrics tested have difficulty in determin-321

ing difference in meaning of opinion sentences.322

5 SOS: Sentence-BERT for Opinion323

Similarity324

Our earlier analysis shows that existing embedding-325

based metrics have low correlation with human326

judgments for sentence pairs of opposite sentiment327

polarity. We hypothesize that the performance of328

embedding-based metrics can be improved with329

sentiment polarity information.330

A straightforward approach to improving331

embedding-based metrics for opinion similarity332

is to use sentimentally trained word embeddings.333

WMD is based on the Word2Vec word embeddings334

trained on Google news. For opinion similarity,335

the sentiment specific word embeddings trained on336

tweets and the sentiment information associated337

with emoticons Tang et al. (2014) can be used. We338

call this baseline approach WMD-SSWE.339

Motivated by the observation that BERT-based340

sentence embeddings has shown superior perfor-341

mance for measuring sentence similarity, we pro-342

pose to learn a metric for opinion similarity based343

on SBERT. Our metric is a Siamese network of344

SBERT that takes in two sentences as inputs and345

outputs a similarity score. To overcome the prob-346

lem of costly human annotated similarity score for347

training, we propose to train the metric through348

weak supervision based on review ratings. We call349

our model SOS (SBERT for Opinion Similarity).350

Online reviews usually contain a review text and351

review rating. The review text contains opinion352

texts and the review rating provides an overall sen-353

timent polarity of review text. For popular review354

platforms, the review rating typically spans a score355

of 1 to 5. A review rating of 1 is negative and 5 is356

positive. We can draw the connection that a review357

text associated with higher rating is positive. Simi-358

larly, a review text associated with lower rating is359

negative. In our work, we consider positive reviews360

to have a star rating of 4 and 5, while negative re-361

views to have a star rating of 1 and 2. We omit362

reviews of star ratings of 3. For the same product,363

review texts with the same sentiment polarity (both364

positive or both negative) are deemed to be similar 365

and review texts with different sentiment polarity 366

(one positive and one negative) are different. This 367

forms the basis of creating the training datasets for 368

fine-tuning our model. 369

We explore both Siamese networks and Triplet 370

networks for training the opinion similarity model. 371

The Siamese network for fine-tuning SOS, SOSS , 372

formulates opinion similarity as a classification task 373

with a learning objective to classify a pair of sen- 374

tences as similar or otherwise. The supervision is a 375

binary signal that a pair is either similar or different. 376

This approach is used by an unsupervised metric 377

for a sentence similarity, where a Siamese network 378

of SBERT is fine-tuned on SNLI and MNLI dataset 379

which is a classification task Reimers and Gurevych 380

(2019). For this work, we create training, develop- 381

ment and test datasets of review pairs. Each pair 382

contain reviews from the same product. The pair is 383

either similar (either both positive or both negative) 384

or different (one positive and one negative). We 385

also ensure that the dataset is balanced with similar 386

and different pairs. The training objective is cross 387

entropy loss. 388

The second variant of our metric is to fine-tune 389

with a triplet network for SOS, SOST . Each train- 390

ing instance is a triplet of an anchor example, posi- 391

tive example and negative example. The learning 392

objective is triplet loss, which is to score the dis- 393

tance between anchor example and positive exam- 394

ple to be smaller than the distance between anchor 395

example and negative example by a margin. Each 396

triplet is constructed from reviews for the same 397

product. We randomly select a review to form the 398

anchor, and randomly selected another review re- 399

view that have the same sentiment polarity as the 400

anchor example as the positive example. We then 401

select another review with opposite sentiment polar- 402

ity to the anchor example as the negative example. 403

For this work, we create training, development and 404

test datasets of review triplets. 405

Both Siamese and Triplet networks are effec- 406

tive for metric learning, but SOST performs better 407

than SOSS as the training triplets provide context 408

that helps modeling the similarity more effectively. 409

This finding is consistent with the literature for 410

Semantic Text Similarity (Hoffer and Ailon, 2015). 411

6 Experiments and Results 412

We examine the performance of our model variants 413

SOSS and SOST on measuring similarity of sen- 414
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tences. Specifically, we compare which training415

network, the Siamese or Triplet, is more appropri-416

ate to fine-tune our model for our task. Apart from417

comparing the networks, we also included varia-418

tions in constructing the training pairs or triplets.419

We constructed pairs and triplets with the entire420

review text, first sentence of review text or random421

sentence of review text. We choose to include sen-422

tence variations because our task is at a sentence423

level therefore training examples at sentence level424

is an appropriate consideration.425

For our experiments, we train four variants of426

SOS: (1) SOS-Siamese-PC (SOSS
PC) and SOS-427

Triplet-PC (SOST
PC)- trained with reviews from428

Amazon PC dataset3; and, (2) SOS-Siamese-429

Yelp (SOSS
Y elp) and SOS-Triplet-Yelp (SOST

Y elp)-430

trained with reviews from the Yelp Academic431

dataset4. We select these two review datasets with432

the intention to train our models on domain re-433

lated reviews. The models on Amazon PC reviews434

is intended to roughly parallel the Laptop dataset435

and models on Yelp reviews roughly parallel the436

Restaurant dataset. Our experiments are written in437

python using the codes from sentence-transformers438

library. We use SBERT (stsb-bert-base) model in439

our metric, and fine-tuned with 10% warm up steps,440

1 epoch and a batch size of 8. We ran each model441

three times and report the average correlation on442

our opinion similarity evaluation dataset.443

We select our models based on the accuracy444

on the development datasets. For SOSS models,445

SOSS
PC and SOSS

Y elp are both trained with 8000446

training examples of entire reviews. Our best SOST447

models are SOST
PC which is fine-tuned with 1000448

training triplets of entire reviews and margin of 1,449

and SOST
Y elp which is fine-tuned with 3000 train-450

ing triplets of entire reviews and a margin of 7.451

6.1 Main Results452

Out of the models we propose, the metric learn-453

ing models consistently outperform the best454

embedding-based model (SBERT) (Table 5). Our455

best model for Restaurant is SOST
Y elp. Although456

SOST
Y elp have the highest Pearson correlation457

for Laptop, its Kendall correlation is compara-458

ble to SOST
PC . This suggests that training on459

Yelp reviews can be generalized to both Laptop460

and Restaurant opinions. Our models outperform461

3https://s3.amazonaws.com/
amazon-reviews-pds/tsv/index.txt

4https://www.yelp.com/dataset

Laptop Restaurant

Metric P K P K

SBERT 0.430 0.311 0.450 0.331
WMD-SSWE 0.128 0.099 0.079 0.188
SOSS

PC 0.507 0.354 0.668 0.492
SOSS

Y elp 0.515 0.367 0.747 0.535
SOST

PC 0.584 0.427 0.634 0.466
SOST

Y elp 0.606 0.425 0.794 0.569

Table 5: Correlation of our metrics and human scores.
The highest correlation is in bold. SBERT is the best
baseline metric. P: Pearson and K: Kendall.

Laptop Restaurant

Metric P K P K

Broadly Different

SBERT 0.156 0.108 0.119 0.070
WMD-SSWE 0.244 0.298 0.063 0.171
SOSS

PC 0.262 0.176 0.252 0.196
SOSS

Y elp 0.389 0.273 0.232 0.121
SOST

PC 0.249 0.181 0.268 0.184
SOST

Y elp 0.396 0.299 0.275 0.173

Broadly Similar

SBERT 0.391 0.272 0.399 0.276
WMD-SSWE 0.141 0.059 0.105 0.104
SOSS

PC 0.266 0.215 0.366 0.323
SOSS

Y elp 0.284 0.236 0.454 0.365
SOST

PC 0.478 0.346 0.462 0.333
SOST

Y elp 0.399 0.305 0.529 0.401

Table 6: Correlation of our metrics and human scores
for broadly different or broadly similar groups. The
highest correlation is in bold. SBERT is the best base-
line metric. P: Pearson and K: Kendall.

SBERT even when not fine-tuned in a relevant do- 462

main. On the other hand, WMD-SSWE have poor 463

correlation with human judgments. 464

Comparing SOSS and SOST models, triplet 465

trained models achieve higher correlation than the 466

models trained with pairs. A possible explanation is 467

that triplets capture context information that is ben- 468

eficial to evaluate sentence pairs that are broadly 469

similar. This result is consistent with the observa- 470

tion by Hoffer and Ailon (2015). 471

For broadly different sentence pairs, almost all 472

our models have a higher correlation than SBERT. 473

This result supports our hypothesis that sentiment 474

polarity information is helpful for opinion similar- 475

ity and our proposed weak supervision methods 476

(training by pairs and triplets) are effective to learn 477

sentiment polarity information. 478

For broadly similar sentence pairs, SOST mod- 479
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Figure 2: Pearson correlation of SOSS models on our
dataset. The dashed line is SBERT.

els consistently improve both Pearson and Kendall480

correlation over SBERT. On the other hand, our481

SOSS models are not always better. This sug-482

gests that the triplet training is more appropriate for483

“Broadly Similar” pairs. Although the correlation484

on “Broadly Different” pairs have increased, it is485

still not as high as correlation on “Broadly Similar”486

pairs. We discuss this further in Section 7.487

6.2 Granularity of Text488

Granularity of the text in the training examples489

can potentially affect the performance of the met-490

ric (Ein Dor et al., 2018). We compare the per-491

formance of different models trained on training492

examples constructed by entire reviews, first sen-493

tence or random sentence.494

We plot the Pearson correlation on the opinion495

similarity task of the SOSS models in Figure 2496

and SOST models in Figure 3. We present the re-497

sults for Pearson correlation as Kendall correlation498

exhibits a similar trend.499

Overall, the best models on our opinion sim-500

ilarity dataset are trained on examples of entire501

reviews except for SOSS
PC which is best with ran-502

dom sentence selection. We initially thought that503

the sentence examples will be more appropriate504

as our task is at a sentence level. However, our505

results show otherwise. One possible reason is that506

review text contains a mix of positive and negative507

opinions. Selecting the first sentence or a random508

sentence might not correspond the overall review509

rating resulting in a noisy training dataset which510

eventually reduced the effectiveness of training.511

6.3 Optimizing on Development Dataset512

We investigate the question of “How much do we513

fine-tune our model with weak supervision?”. We514

select our best models based on the accuracy on515

Figure 3: Pearson correlation of SOST models on our
dataset. The dashed line is SBERT.

Model Laptop Restaurant

SBERT 0.430 0.450
Best 0.603 0.801
SOST 0.584 0.794

Table 7: Pearson correlation of our selected models
and highest correlation amongst all models.

the development set. However, is optimizing on the 516

development dataset a good strategy to obtain the 517

model that performs best on the end task? 518

We observe that optimizing the models on the 519

development set does not give us the highest cor- 520

relation on our opinion similarity task (Table 7). 521

However, the performance of these models are not 522

significantly differently (using two-sided Permu- 523

tation Test for paired data at 5%) from the model 524

with highest Pearson correlation amongst all mod- 525

els. Besides, all our selected models outperform 526

the SBERT model. Hence, model selection based 527

on the development dataset is a reasonable way to 528

select our model for our task. 529

7 Error Analysis 530

We examined possible reasons why metrics have 531

difficulty assessing differences in opinion. Table 9 532

shows how many pairs were deemed similar (in the 533
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Sentence Pair Human SBERT SOST
PC SOST

Y elp Explanation

Restaurant

S1: Rice is too dry, tuna wasn’t so fresh either.
S2: Hands down, the best tuna I have ever had.

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q4 Opposite sentiment

S1: It was absolutely amazing.
S2: This place is unbelievably over-rated.

Q4 Q1 Q3 Q4 Opposite sentiment and
Implicit aspect (S1)

S1: Worst Service I Ever Had.
S2: We waited over 30 minutes for our drinks and over 1
1/2 hours for our food.

Q1 Q4 Q4 Q3 Implied opinion (S2)

Laptop

S1: You will not regret buying this computer!
S2: I can’t believe people like these computers.

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q4 Opposite sentiment

S1: This is very fast, high performance computer.
S2: It wakes in less than a second when I open the lid.

Q1 Q4 Q3 Q3 Implicit aspect (S2) and
Implied opinion (S2)

Table 8: Examples of sentence pairs where SBERT scores are inconsistent with human score. We expect the
metric scores to be in similar quartiles of human scores. SOST

PC and SOSS
Y elp are able to score sentence pairs of

opposite sentiment more correctly but not sentence pairs of implicit aspect and implied opinion.

Metric Laptop Restaurant

Broadly Different Sentence Pairs 116 227

SPICE 0.069 0.062
WMD 0.181 0.172
SBERT 0.052 0.097
MoverScore 0.250 0.198
SOST

PC 0.000 0.018
SOST

Y elp 0.017 0.000

Broadly Similar Sentence Pairs 505 787

SPICE 0.000 0.000
WMD 0.028 0.044
SBERT 0.008 0.024
MoverScore 0.022 0.038
SOST

PC 0.004 0.013
SOST

Y elp 0.012 0.005

Table 9: Proportion of sentence pairs that are broadly
different but scored in Q1 (Top 25%) and broadly simi-
lar but scored in Q4 (Bottom 25%) by metric scores.

top quartile (Q1)) when in fact the average human534

rating indicated they were different. For SBERT,535

the metric correlating best with human judgments536

(from Table 3), 5-10% of differing opinion pairs537

show human judgments diametrically oppose to538

metric scores. SOS variants reduce the percentage539

of wrongly scored pairs to almost 0%.540

Table 8 presents examples for when automatic541

metrics are confused. Our analysis suggests three542

possible reasons for the weak correlation: sentence543

pairs that are opposite in sentiment polarity, im-544

plicit aspects, and implied opinions. To better un-545

derstand the frequency of errors for our dataset, we546

sampled 100 sentence pairs from each domain and547

classified the challenges. Our annotations show 548

that on average across both domains, 41% of the 549

sentence pairs contain sentences that are opposite in 550

polarity, 12% contain sentence pairs that contains 551

implicit aspects and 10% contain implied opinions. 552

Although our SOS models have higher correla- 553

tion than SBERT for “Broadly Different” pairs, cor- 554

relations are still not at the same level for “Broadly 555

Similar” pairs. However, SOS models are still not 556

able to do well for opinions that contain implicit 557

aspects or implied opinions. This is a possible rea- 558

son for the lower correlation in “Broadly Different” 559

pairs. We leave addressing these two challenges to 560

future research. 561

8 Conclusions 562

We investigate how humans make similarity judg- 563

ments over opinion sentences. We contribute a 564

dataset of crowdsourced similarity judgments for 565

opinion sentences. The agreement amongst an- 566

notators for judgments is moderate. We study 567

the limitations of current text similarity methods 568

when they are adopted for this task and our anal- 569

ysis show that this is likely due to the inability of 570

current metrics to model differing opinions. By 571

fine-tuning Siamese Sentence-BERT using weak 572

supervision, we increase the Pearson correlation 573

with human judgments to 0.606 and 0.794 on Lap- 574

top and Restaurant respectively of our opinion sim- 575

ilarity dataset. 576
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